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In Matlab, an image is merely a three dimensional matrix, where the elements correspond
to pixels. Matrix rows correspond to image height (Y), so the �rst row of the matrix
corresponds to the top line of pixels in the image. Similarly, matrix columns correspond
to the width (X) of the image, so the �rst column of the matrix contains the pixels from
the left hand edge of the image.

The matrix also contains three `pages' (in the third dimension); the �rst page contains
the redness of each pixel, the second page contains green and the third contains blue. By
combining these three colours, almost any colour can be displayed. The colour values are
stored as integers ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (pure red, green or blue).

In order to make the matrix suitable for storing an image, we need to tell Matlab to make
each element with the type 'unsigned 8-bit integer' (which can have whole number values
between 0 and 255, inclusive).

Hints are given on page and answers are given on page .

Questions

1. Create a blank (black) colour image 400 pixels wide and 300 pixels high stored in a
matrix named I.

2. Display it in Matlab.

3. Change it to pure red. From now on, redisplay the image after each step.

4. Change the top-right quadrant to magenta (red and blue).

5. Change the bottom-left quadrant to yellow (red and green).

6. Change the image into a vertically striped pattern by �lling it with alternating
columns of black and green, each column being 50 pixels wide. Start on the left
hand side with a black stripe.

7. Convert the image into a chessboard-like grid of green stripes and-black squares by
adding horizontal stripes of alternating black and green, also 50 pixels across, to the
existing horizontal stripes. Start on the top with a black stripe.

8. Import the image comet_orig.jpg into a matrix called P.
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9. Notice the orange glow caused by waste light from street lights; have a look at the
values in the matrix where the light pollution is the worst. We'll try to remove the
glow.

10. Try to get an idea of the relative values of red, green and blue (RGB) for the light
pollution (avoid looking near at, or near the edge of, objects such as stars and trees).
Do this by looking at the image using each (one colour at a time) of the red, then
green, then blue pages.

11. What are the actual numeric values of red, green and blue for a particularly polluted
part of the image? What are the row and column numbers for this this point? (You
don't have to be precise about the location, and for the colour values, just �nd an
average for that region, for each colour).

12. Using your estimate of the RGB values for the light pollution, try subtracting this
colour from the image.

13. You'll probably think the image has gone completely black. Try increasing the
brightness using Matlab.
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Hints

1. Use the zeros() function, and look up uint8.

2. Use the image() function.

3. The address of items in a matrix is ( rows, columns, pages ).

Page 1 contains the values for redness.

4. The top right means rows (1:150) and columns (1:200)

There is a way of having Matlab work out the half-way point along the rows/columns
for you. We have covered in class; see if you can �nd it.

The blueness of the pixels is stored in page 3 of the matrix.

5. The location of the bottom-right elements should be obvious by now, as should the
location of the green page!

6. Make a two-stripe matrix with 50 columns of zeros for each colour then 50 columns
of 255 for every colour.

Make the matrix by concatenating repeated copies of the two-stripe matrix.

7. Transpose the two-stripe matrix to convert its orientation to horizontal.

Make a temporary matrix, the same size as the destination matrix, of horizontal
stripes.

Add the temporary matrix to the destination one.

Where the white rows/columns intersect, the values will be double the maximum,
so look for these and set them to the maximum.

8. Use the imread() function.

9. Bottom-left, between the trees?

10. Use the image() function to view one colour channel (matrix page) at a time. You'll
need to set the other channels to zero, but you might want to avoid changing the
values of the original matrix.

You could view the colour channels as their actual colour, or you could view each
colour as an intensity (i.e. a greyscale, which has equal values in the red, green and
blue matrix pages).

11. Use the mean() function to �nd the mean of an area. Remember that taking the
mean of a matrix will return a mean for each column, but you want a mean for the
entire region.
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12. To subtract a value from each element, use something like P() = P() - x. Fill in
your own addresses for the matrix, and your own value for x.

13. Just multiply the matrix values in the same way that you subtracted them in the
previous item.
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Answers

1. Note that, whilst matrix sizes are given as rows-by-columns, graphical images are
given in the reverse order; i.e. width-by-height. The 3 tells Matlab to create a 3-
page matrix, whilst the literal string 'unint8' is the Matlab code for unsigned 8-bit
integer.

I = zeros( 300, 400, 3, 'unint8 ' );

2. To view this image, use the following pair of commands:

image(I); figure;

3. The image will be plain black. To change it to, say, red, increase the values in the
'red page'. For instance, the following commands will change the image to a pale
red and redisplay it.

I( :, :, 1 ) = 128;

image(I); figure;

Replace 128 with 255 to make it a fully-saturated colour.

4.
I( 1:150 , 200:400 , 3 ) = 255;

5. If one were being precise, maybe the ranges should be 1:149 and 201:400 to avoid
an overlap with the magenta area. The overlap will produce a single pixel of white
at the very centre.

I( 1:150 , 200:400 , 3 ) = 255;

6.
VSTRIPE = [ zeros( 300, 50, 'uint8 ' ), ones( 300, 50, 'uint8 ' )*255 ];

I(:) = 0;

I(:,:,2) = [ VSTRIPE VSTRIPE VSTRIPE VSTRIPE ];

7.
HSTRIPE = [ zeros( 50, 400, 'uint8 ' ); ones( 50, 400, 'uint8 ' )*255 ];

I(:,:,2) = I(:,:,2) + [HSTRIPE; HSTRIPE; HSTRIPE ];

8.
P = imread( 'comet_orig.jpg ' );

9. I make the most polluted area to be (roughly) in rows 500 to 600, and columns 100
to 200.

10. This sequence of commands will show red, green, and blue channels, respectively.
The temporary matrix is needed so that the channels not being shown can be set
to zero without a�ecting the original matrix values.
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TMP = zeros(size(P),'uint8 ');

TMP(:,:,1) = P(:,:,1);

image(TMP);

TMP(:) = 0;

TMP(:,:,2) = P(:,:,2);

image(TMP);

TMP(:) = 0;

TMP(:,:,3) = P(:,:,3);

image(TMP);

A more accurate representation of how much of each colour is present can be obtai-
ned by removing colour di�erences induced by the monitor and your eyes. This can
be achieved by viewing each colour channel as an intensity, known as a greyscale. To
do this in Matlab, merely create a new image where all three colour pages contain
the values of a single colour channel from the original image. For instance, to make
a greyscale from the red channel:

TMP(:,:,1) = P(:,:,1);

TMP(:,:,2) = P(:,:,1);

TMP(:,:,3) = P(:,:,1);

11. For red:

mean( mean( P( 500:600 , 100:200 , 1 ) ) )

For red, the mean is 218.8772. For green, it's 119.2255. For blue, it's 106.6851.

12.
P(:,:,1) = P(:,:,1) - 218;

P(:,:,2) = P(:,:,2) - 119;

P(:,:,3) = P(:,:,3) - 106;

13. Try viewing the image with its values multiplied:

image( P * 3 );

Try adjusting the value of the multiplier until you can see the stars clearly.

Whilst this is e�ective for separating the stars from their background, it does destroy
a lot of detail.
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